
Roadmap to Publishing 
F O R  P H A S E  2  A U T H O R S

S T A R T :

S T E P S :

You've been writing, or dabbling in writing, for a while but have gotten
lost; lacking clarity, direction or depth--or all three.

Writers in this phase have been talking about a book for a while, may
have some ideas written down or outlined, but it still needs work. 

Path 1: DIY track

AuthorUNLEASHED free courses - Tools and steps to
develop courage and the writing skills to own the
power of your story and stand up as the leader you
were meant to be. 

WriteJUICY - Our most popular and powerful
outlining tool: what to keep & what to cut. Writing
Style & Voice training that makes your words jump off
the page and captivates your reader so they’ll cheer
you on right to the bitter end. 

JUMP  START- A new virtual course based on our
popular 2 -day event. What to Write. How to Write.
Time to Write. Learn how to determine the best
options for your story's genre, character arc, and
publishing path. 



Book Mentorship Class - Eight weeks of live group
coaching and a 1-on-1 with Bridget to set you and
your book up for writing and publishing success! 

Inspired Writer @home - For writers who prefer to
learn at their own pace or who are unable to travel to
a retreat, we’ve professionally recorded the retreat
classes so you can enjoy them from the comfort of
your home. Bonus: + free 30 min writing consultation
with Bridget.

Y O U  H A V E  A R R I V E D !

You are now ready to continue on to the next stage of your journey! 

Congratulations! A major milestone has been achieved: you have
completed your first draft. Now you are ready to share it with early
readers to receive valuable feedback. 

Free Writer's Consultation - 20 minute strategy
meeting with Bridget. Share your two main hurdles to
completing your book and get sincere feedback and
direction from The Book Whisperer!

The Hero’s Journey - Powerful framework for
constructing EPIC story arcs. Stories so good that
they’re ready-made for agents and publishers,
movies, television, or the stage. 



Live Inspired Writer’s Retreat - 4 days 3 nights all-
inclusive writing retreat with NYT & WSJ bestselling
author and mentor Bridget Cook-Burch. Multiple
classes & experiential exercises teach writing skills,
publishing strategy, and the business of your book. 

Path 2: Accelerated fast track to publishing your book!

Y O U  H A V E  A R R I V E D !

You are now ready to continue on to the next stage of your journey! 

Congratulations! A major milestone has been achieved: you have
completed your first draft. Now you are ready to share it with early
readers to receive valuable feedback. 

JUMP  START- A new virtual course based on our
popular 2 -day event. What to Write. How to Write.
Time to Write. Learn how to determine the best
options for your story's genre, character arc, and
publishing path. 

Book Mentorship Class - Eight weeks of live group
coaching and a 1-on-1 with Bridget to set you and
your book up for writing and publishing success! 

Free Writer's Consultation - 20 minute strategy
meeting with Bridget. Share your two main hurdles to
completing your book and get sincere feedback and
direction from The Book Whisperer!

GET STARTED:  YOURINSPIREDSTORY.COM/WRITE-YOUR-BOOK
CONTACT:  Bridget@YourInspiredStory.com 
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